
 

Learning how to read standard music notation

Learning to read and communicate the language of music is an important skill for all guitarist

musicians to have.  Without an understanding of this language you will find it hard to communicate 

musical ideas and understand what other musicians are trying to communicate to you.

Music is made up of two basic things

Rhythm 

1. Movement or variation characterized
conditions  2. The patterned, recurring
a. The pattern of musical movement
b. A specific kind of such a pattern,

Melody 

1. (Music, other) music a. a succession
b. the horizontally represented aspect
2. sounds that are pleasant because

 

The musical alphabet consists of 7 letters or notes.

 

They are…………………………………………………………………………………

 

This symbol is called the ……………………………and it is placed at the 

The job of this symbol is to indicate the position of the note G

 

 

The other notes on the staff are 
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Learning how to read standard music notation 

Learning to read and communicate the language of music is an important skill for all guitarist

musicians to have.  Without an understanding of this language you will find it hard to communicate 

musical ideas and understand what other musicians are trying to communicate to you.

Music is made up of two basic things 

characterized by the regular recurrence or alternation of
recurring alternations of contrasting elements of sound

movement through time. 
pattern, formed by a series of notes differing in duration

succession of notes forming a distinctive sequence; tune
aspect of the structure of a piece of music. 

because of tone or arrangement, esp words of poetry

The musical alphabet consists of 7 letters or notes. 

They are………………………………………………………………………………… 

This symbol is called the ……………………………and it is placed at the beginning of each staff.

 

he job of this symbol is to indicate the position of the note G 

 

 

 

Learning to read and communicate the language of music is an important skill for all guitarists and 

musicians to have.  Without an understanding of this language you will find it hard to communicate 

musical ideas and understand what other musicians are trying to communicate to you. 

of different quantities or 
sound or speech. 3. Music 

duration and stress. 

tune 

poetry 

beginning of each staff. 



A simple acrostic to help you remember the notes on the staff 

For the notes on the lines 

Every Good Boy Deserves Fruit  

For the notes between the lines 

F A C E 

So when we see a note like in this example below 

 

We know this note is called…………………………………… 

 

Note values Rhythm 

 

Each note has a time value (a length of time the note is held) and a matching rest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 











 

 

Your guitar practice has now broken into 3 sections

• Section 1 chords / songs

• Section 2 exercises to help build coordination and dexterity

• Section 3 learning to read music

All three sections need to be worked on evenly to see continual growth in your skil

 

Home work / what do I need to work on this week?

1. Continue to work on chord song with the goal of quick chord 

changes and clarity of sound

2. Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand. 

3. Start practicing reading notation exercises.

4. Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 3 

Your guitar practice has now broken into 3 sections 

Section 1 chords / songs 

Section 2 exercises to help build coordination and dexterity 

Section 3 learning to read music 

All three sections need to be worked on evenly to see continual growth in your skil

Home work / what do I need to work on this week?

Continue to work on chord song with the goal of quick chord 

and clarity of sound. 

Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand. 

Start practicing reading notation exercises. 

Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day.

 

All three sections need to be worked on evenly to see continual growth in your skills. 

Home work / what do I need to work on this week? 

Continue to work on chord song with the goal of quick chord 

Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand.  

Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day. 
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